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Class Description

The session will present three unique case studies of how forward-thinking building owners are
leveraging a Retro-BIM workflow to capture a wide range of information about their existing facilities to
make them more sustainable. Demonstrating this process across different scales and types of projects,
we’ll discuss the 6,000,000 sf BIM Implementation Project at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical
Center along with the Chinatown Community Development Center’s 1204 Mason St. Facility (a 20,000 sf
building consisting of low-income housing and small commercial business spaces). Lastly, we’ll explore
Autodesk’s newly formed Business Integration & Sustainability Initiative Group’s first energy driven retrofit
project on their corporate headquarters in San Rafael, CA. The goal of this first project is to test the
recently developed energy optimization workflows and define a protocol for energy consumption
reductions that will scale to their global real estate portfolio.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Illustrate the best practices and workflows for implementing a retro-BIM initiative.
Compare different methodologies for capturing existing building geometry, such as 3D laser
scanning.
Identify how simulated energy use results from Green Building Studio can be compared to actual
utility bills to identify potential energy efficient measures.
Demonstrate the use of calibrated rapid energy models and detailed energy models for
understanding how buildings consume energy.
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About the Speakers
Brian Skripac
As the Director of Digital Practice at Astorino, Brian has embraced the changing paradigms of
architectural practice and throughout the past seven years has integrated building information modeling
(BIM) technologies well beyond the traditional design and documentation processes. More recently, he
has focused on the integration of BIM to optimize sustainable design outcomes throughout all stages of a
project, as well as demonstrating and implementing the value BIM brings to facility owners from a lifecycle
management strategy.
Brian holds a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from The Ohio State University, is a LEED® accredited
professional, and an Autodesk® Revit® Architecture certified professional. He also currently serves as a
Leadership Team member for the AIA Technology in Architectural Practice Knowledge Community (TAP
KC) at the National level.
bskripac@astorino.com
@BrianSkripac

Aryn Bergman, PE
Aryn graduated from North Carolina State University with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering and spent the
first 5 years of his career in the building industry as an Energy Analyst and an HVAC Design Engineer at
the San Francisco office of Glumac, an MEP engineering consulting firm. He then spent the past 3 years
as a Subject Matter Expert at Autodesk focusing on Green Building Studio and Revit MEP but he also
works with Ecotect 2011 and Autodesk Simulation CFD. Now he is an independent energy analyst and
HVAC design engineer through TL Circle. He provides energy audits and retro-commissioning services
along with BIM models for HVAC design.
He has recently joined Facebook as a BIM Manager to help with their transition over to using Revit for
their datacenter designs.
While not working, Aryn likes to volunteer in rebuilding efforts in developing areas like Haiti and South
Sudan. He’s big into mountain biking, snowboarding, Krav Maga, and traveling.
Areas of Expertise: BIM, DOE2 energy modeling, CFD, daylighting analysis, HVAC design, and retrocommissioning.
ArynBergman@tlcircle.com; aryn@fb.com
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Autodesk University 2012 Power Track
Energy Optimization for Retrofits
•
•
•
•

MP3397-P - Taking Advantage of BIM for CFD Modeling
MP3565-P - Using a Retro-BIM Workflow: Case Studies in Energy-Driven Retrofit Projects
MP3765-P - Using BIM to Streamline Your Energy Modeling Workflows
MP3784-P - Calibrating an Existing Building Energy Model

Architecture 2030
We’ve become very aware of the fact that buildings consume more energy than any other sector; 48.7%
of all energy in the United States, which is almost equal to that of Industry and Transportation combined.
The U.S. also uses 75.7% of its electricity just to operate buildings.
These statistics come from Architecture 2030, a non-profit, non-partisan and independent organization
that was established in response to the climate change crisis by architect Edward Mazria in 2002. 2030’s
mission is to rapidly transform the U.S. and global Building Sector from the major contributor of
greenhouse gas emissions to a central part of the solution to the climate change, energy consumption,
and economic crises. Their goal is straightforward: to achieve a dramatic reduction in the climate-changecausing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the Building Sector by changing the way buildings and
developments are planned, designed and constructed.
As of 2010, the total U.S. building stock is
approximately 275 billion square feet. During normal
economic times, we tear down approximately 1.75
billion square feet of buildings each year. Every year,
we renovate approximately 5 billion square feet, while
we also build approximately 5 billion square feet.
Herein lies the hope. By the year 2035, approximately
three-quarters (75%) of the built environment will be
either new or renovated. This transformation over the
next 25 years represents a historic opportunity for the
architecture and building community to avoid
dangerous climate change.
In addition, we’ve also noticed that over recent years that LEED for Existing Buildings Certification has
begun to outpace that of LEED for New Construction & Major Renovations making us even more aware
of the importance of existing buildings.
With this in mind we’ve decided to provide three case studies on how existing building owners are
approaching the need to make their existing facilities more sustainable. We hope you’ll find that this
approach is not only BIM and technology driven, but scalable to building owners of different sizes who
range from a single 25,000 square foot facility to an over 28 million square feet university campus as well
as the global real estate portfolio of Autodesk.
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Case Study #1: The Ohio State University – Columbus, OH
The Ohio State University, located in Columbus, Ohio, was established in 1870. With a student
enrollment of over 56,000 students and 26,500 faculty and staff Ohio State is one of the largest college
campuses in the country. The main Columbus campus includes 450 buildings totaling more than 28
million square feet over approximately 1,762 acres. Not only does The Ohio State University haves an
impressive building footprint but it is also leading the nation with its commitment to achieve climate
neutrality by joining the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment.
Even before the signing of the American College and University Presidents’
Climate Commitment in 2008, the University developed their office of Energy
Services and Sustainability Group which is led by Aparna Dial. This group is
one of the first of its kind in the county and has the opportunity to bring a
tighter integration to the overall sustainability initiatives on campus by
overlapping with Energy Management Group. This integration will help work
towards their goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2050 which is outlined in
the University’s Climate Action Plan. Signed by President E. Gordon Gee in
2011, the Climate Action Plan lays the groundwork for a university-wide
conversation on the topic of sustainability.
The mission of the of Energy Services and Sustainability Group is to serve as the focal point for continued
energy conservation, education, recycling and other sustainability initiatives. Their goal is to lead Ohio
State in achieving sustainability in all areas of university operations, including responsible resource use
and energy management by the following initiatives:
• Building Energy Management
• Utility Metering
• Energy Contracts
• Renewable Energy
• Green Build & Energy Policy
• Waste Management, Recycling and Composting
When it comes to Waste Management, Recycling and Composting the University has embarked on their
Zero Waste program. Ohio Stadium is the largest stadium in the country to attempt zero waste, which
refers to diverting 90% of materials from the landfill by recycling and composting. Earlier this football
season, with over 105,000 people in the stadium to see the Buckeyes beat the Purdue Boilermakers, the
university achieved their Zero Waste goal by diverting 94.4% of the game day materials. Only 1600
pounds were sent to the landfill.
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Another step towards carbon neutrality by 2050 was Ohio State’s recent announcement that they had
signed a letter of intent to purchase 50 megawatts of wind energy capacity from the Blue Creek Wind
Farm, located in Northwest Ohio. The purchase of clean, renewable wind energy capacity equates to
approximately 25 percent of the entire Columbus campus electricity load, and is one of the single largest
purchases of actual renewable energy by any university in the country.
While some of these items may seem to be on the “low hanging fruit” side of sustainability, they’re a
critical step in the university’s plan to achieve its sustainability goals, including the creation of a campus
culture that embraces sustainability. A little more close to home is the topic of energy management at
Ohio State. This is a concerted effort between building designers, facility managers, the university
community and the energy management team. It includes activities such as program and policy
development, utility metering and analysis, building energy auditing and optimization, energy
conservation project management, energy purchasing, and the evaluation of new technologies.
A critical step in the evolution of these sustainable initiatives was the 2009 adoption of the campus’ Green
Build and Energy Policy. This policy outlines that each new building or renovation with a $4 million budget
(or more) will strive for U.S. Green Building Council Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) Silver-level certification or higher and recycle 50% of its construction materials. This effort will
also include the Medical Center Expansion Project, the approximately $1 billion medical center expansion
project and the largest in Ohio State’s history, which is currently under construction.
While all major renovation projects are required to meet the mention LEED Silver certification benchmark,
there is also a strong push to understand how these building are performing before any renovation
projects become part of the conversation. A significant component of Ohio State’s energy management
strategy includes conducting building energy audits and implementing energy conservation measures
(ECMs) that arise from audit reports. Some ECMs that have been implemented on Ohio State’s campus
include insulating steam and chilled water piping, retrofitting with high efficiency appliances, and
optimizing HVAC automation. Energy conservation projects since 2007 have resulted in a cumulative
cost avoidance of $3.5 million with an initial investment of only $730,000. These projects have saved the
university 272,000 mmBTUs of heating energy and 6.5 million kWh of electricity with a net avoidance of
19,000 metric tonnes of eCO2 (greenhouse gas emissions).
In addition to the 44 building energy audits that
have been completed, the university is currently
metering 14 buildings through its Buckeye
Footprint Energy Dashboard app which is
available to anybody online. To further the
application of this technology, the university plans
to have every building on campus metered and
tracked within the next 10 years. In addition to
seeing real-time electricity, heating, cooling
information and energy use index (via the current
Energy Dashboard), there are future plans to add
recent recycling and waste minimization information, water conservation efforts, and alternative
transportation information to the app.
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Utility metering is the foundation of the energy management program as it provides information that, when
analyzed, allows staff to make informed decisions about how to most efficiently operate and maintain
mechanical and electrical systems. With over 500 buildings at the Columbus campus, historical building
energy consumption data provides engineers and technicians with a granular view of a building's
operational efficiency, often referred to as the Energy Use Index (EUI). The EUI of a building gives a
normalized energy usage profile, generally reported in units of BTU/GSF; buildings with particularly high
or uncharacteristic EUIs are often candidates for energy auditing.
While the on-going sustainability activity is great, you’re probably asking what this has to do with BIM?
Well this is where the project gets interesting…
In July 2008, Joe Porostosky (Senior Manager, Facilities Information & Technology Services) and Dave
Pifher (Lead Facilities Space Analyst) from The Ohio State University (OSU) began considering a
transition away from their traditional AutoCAD documentation for representing building floor plans. They
recognized the limitations it had in representing space and the associated data. In short, AutoCAD
amounted to lines on a piece of paper for OSU, and OSU’s internal customers desired more value out of
their space data. The initial investigation looked at staying with AutoCAD or moving to AutoCAD
Architecture or Revit Architecture. Over the next six months, they continued to informally investigate and
discuss these options.
In January 2009, Dave and Joe were introduced to Brian Skripac, Director of BIM at DesignGroup, a local
architecture firm with a reputation for BIM leadership in Columbus, Ohio (Brian is now with Astorino in
Pittsburg, PA). Over the next 18 months, Dave and Joe continued to discuss their options while watching
how the technology and the industry were progressing.

In June of 2010, OSU concluded that they needed to formally determine what it would take to make a
wholesale switch to BIM for the 54 existing buildings (totaling 6,012,540 square feet) considered part of
the Wexner Medical Center at The Ohio State University. Some of the initially defined goals of this project
were to enhance space planning and communication resulting in improved quality and speed of the
decision-making regarding:
• High quality 3D visualizations
• Energy analysis and modeling
• Improved planning in the areas of space, operations, security, and others
• Improved drawing accuracy via field verification and further use of as-built documentation
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•
•
•

Time savings in updating the BIM following construction or renovation projects versus AutoCAD
Utilizing industry standard drawing standards
Improved communication with leadership and customers as it relates to space usage and layout

Starting with the end in mind was a valuable approach to this project that helped to create models
capable of suiting multiple outcomes, such and their downstream use for energy analysis and simulation.
Initially Aparna and the Energy Services and Sustainability Group were not aware of this project or the
potentially valuable impact it could bring, but Joe and his team had the foresight to make sure this was an
opportunity that was taken advantage of.
As the project progressed and standards were
developed, there were many considerations given to
how these models would be used and easily
transitioned from Revit to Green Building Studio
and/or eQUEST via the gbXML file format. Some of
these discussions revolved around how windows and
openings were modeled and placed. How would floors
and roofs meet the exterior wall conditions in a way
that would expedite the energy modeling process
without taking away the other applications for the
models that were always defined to be a
representational or an as-maintained model rather
than a buildable construction document level model?
With the process defined, the BIM Implementation project had a series of training session to educate the
user on how to construct geometry in Revit. Additionally, there were focused sessions for targeted user
groups on how they will interact with these models, like the Energy & Engineering group and the Wexner
Medical Center. For this group, there was a customized curriculum developed followed by a two day
session on how to translate the existing Revit models as gbXML files for their use in tools like Autodesk
Green Building Studio and eQUEST.
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While this project has continued to evolve, Joe was able to facilitate a meeting with Aparna Dial where we
updated her on the progress of the BIM initiative and potential value it could have to her Energy Services
and Sustainability Group. We were very pleased by her immediate response and excitement of how these
models could be leveraged and how interested she was in wanting to learn more about BIM. Aparna saw
an immediate opportunity for collaboration with Joe’s team and has already begun to discuss options and
priorities for what building on the main campus could be modeled to take advantage of their
interoperability and intelligence.
If interested in learning more about this project from an owner’s perspective both Joe Porostosky and
Brian Skripac will be presenting at AU. The session is - FM2524: What Does it Take to Implement 6
Million Square Feet of BIM?

Resources & Links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Ohio State University Sustainability - http://bit.ly/cfg0I5
The Ohio State University Buckeye Footprint - http://bit.ly/9HBoMa
The Ohio State University Climate Action Plan - http://bit.ly/TkHXgJ
Green Build and Energy Policy - http://bit.ly/SXBtGD
Office of Energy Services & Sustainability - http://fod.osu.edu/ess/
Zero Waste At Ohio Stadium - http://sustainability.osu.edu/zerowaste
[acronym] online blog: BIM Implementation Project - http://acronymonline.org/tag/osuwmc/

Case Study #2: 1204 Mason St. – San Francisco, CA

1204 Mason St. is a building that is owned and managed by the Chinatown Community Development
Center (CCDC). It’s a 25,000sf, 4-story building with commercial spaces on the 1st floor and apartments
on the top three. It’s a building with exterior walls that have little to no insulation, an aging roof, operable
windows, a 1960’s era steam boiler, individual electric meters, communal DHW, and a defunct solar
thermal system on the roof. The residential portion had a recently installed a new set of high efficiency
condensing DHW boilers, but the anticipated reduction in their utility bills wasn’t seen. The interior
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windows are vinyl framed, double paned and low e, but the street facing windows are historical singlepaned wood framed.
The café had numerous refrigerators and an electric hot water heater. It also had with no dishwashers,
so they did all of their dishes by hand. All of this contributed to the café’s annual electricity costs being
approximately $15,000 a year. The building has two other commercial spaces: the office space for Nico’s
Chinese Health Coalition and the Super Dry Cleaner laundromat. The residential portion of the building
had an $11,000 natural gas bill annually.
The project is currently being funded by the Mayor’s Office’s Green Retrofit Initiative (GRI) along with
some retrofit funds coming from the Neighborworks Foundation.
The goal of the 1204 Mason St workshop was to do a full-scale analysis, from energy audit through
energy analysis, in three days. Following the workshop, the CCDC and the workshop team would
present the results to PG&E to pursue incentives from their Savings by Design program.
The desired outcome of this project was to test and document existing-building energy analysis workflows
on this unique nonprofit facility in the very short span of three days. The only architectural document was
a 2D fire escape plan. Within these three days, a team of industry experts were assembled (both locally
in San Francisco and remotely around the world) to develop a 3D laser scan of the building which would
serve and the existing building documentation for the project since no other information was available.
From that 3D Laser Scan a building information model would be created in Revit then shared with a range
of different energy analysis technologies to study and provide energy efficiency recommendations back to
the building owner.

Project Team: Lauren Kuntz, PE; Aryn Bergman, PE; Adam Menter, Sarah Bonser, Scott Page, Andrea
Martinez, PhD candidate; Sukreet Singh, MBS; Sean Hay Kim; Chien Si Harriman; Brian Skripac; Charles
Morales; Mitch Dec; Bill DeWitt, CxA; Oliver Riley, PE
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The information the team looked to provide back to the owner was predict the energy savings from retrofit
options along with a prioritization of Energy Efficient Measures (EEM’s) based on saving, cost and
feasibility. In addition, this information and recommendations would be formatted and used to pursue
funding offered by Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E) Savings by Design program
PG&E Savings By Design (SBD) Resources for Energy-Efficient New Construction – http://bit.ly/VyKG8C

Modeling & Analysis Process Overview
Below is a chart of the steps for analyzing the existing conditions to provide guidance in how to prioritize
the implementation of future EEM’s:

During the workshop the team was able to make significant progress in energy analysis daylighting
(highlighted in white). The greyed out squares will be performed at a future date.

Step 1: 3D Laser Scanning
We will go into significant detail about the laser scanning process as there are no other classes covering
this material.
The Process
• Use a 3D laser scanner to take multiple scans of the entire building, inside and out, using targets
to create reference points
• Load scans into a point cloud manipulation software and clean up the points
• Use the reference targets to patch the scans together to create a 3D rendering
• Import the 3D rendering into Revit
• Trace over imported rendering to create building geometry to be used in multiple building
analyses
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Best Practices for Laser Scanning
Background: A laser scanner works by assigning Cartesian points along the visible surfaces within a
room (can also be used outside as well). Since it cannot see through objects, multiple scans are required
in order to develop a more informative and more accurate picture of the area. These are associated via
markers set up in the field to provide reference points between locations. The deliverables allow for a
measurable, viewable picture of the room in 3d or panoramic views.
1. Scope of Work: If possible utilize dimensions taken with a spot laser distance measurer as this will
expedite the scanning process. Different disciplines will have different requirements for the level of
accuracy needed from the scan. For example, the architectural dimensions of a boiler room needed
for energy analysis can be taken with one scan; however a scan that captures within mm piping runs,
clearances, etc. in that same boiler room useful to a contractor would require 4 or 5 scans. Be sure
to note the requirement for fragments of a building or a connected singular building rendered from the
compilation of the scans as they can take significantly longer to stitch into the rest of the point cloud.
2. Planning: The scanner may not need to document each area to the same extent on a project.
Certain areas may be used just as a means to roughly connect integral pieces (such as hallways
which stack). The scanner functions by utilizing reference points which must overlap between scansmeaning it must have 3 defined points in common with any additional scan already associated with
the point cloud model. This means the physical journey through the building is important if the scans
need to be contiguous. While traditional methods can be used to connect disparate parts, the point
cloud as a whole will lose accuracy. In order for a scan to work out, the laser scanner needs to
physically move into each of the spaces. This should be mitigated in planning stages rather than
improvised in the field.
3. Accessibility: Keep in mind paths of travel by existing demographics. If there are a lot of cars or
pedestrian traffic in an area, those things will show up minimally in the scans. The main concern is
movement of targets (reference points) which are required to not move between scans. Pay attention
to time periods with heavy traffic and try not to schedule the scanning sessions during those times or
reduce the traffic flow by shutting off certain areas for a period of time. The scanner weighs about 15
lbs. and is easy to carry and the battery has about 8 hrs. of dedicated on it per charge. The Faro
Scanner comes with 2 batteries and a 25 GB SD card that carries a good amount of scans. You will
be able achieve up to 40 interior scans.
4. Field Work: High quality scans are more important than fast scans. Fixing errors takes about 4
times longer in the processing phase than re-doing a scan in the scanning phase. Meaning – taking
an additional scan to connect something will take about 15 minutes from start to finish. It may take
upwards of an hour to reconnect the points manually through the program if the problem requires an
additional scan.
5. Double Checking: Making sure that targets were recorded as well as a thorough route was
achieved. The whole benefit of this tool is the fact that you shouldn’t need to go back to the site for
information which has been left out.
6. Environment: In order to have scans snap together in the processing phase, it is important for
targets to remain in the same position. If one is moved, nudged, or removed it is rendered useless for
the following scans. Lighting can also affect the output of the scans. Excessive sunlight will cause a
dark spot in the scan. Trees will also provide potential problems. Obstacles will happen within the
site, the key is to get enough information to fill in the gaps, while avoiding inundating the file with too
many scans. Slopes do not affect scans much; the scanner has an inclinometer in it and
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7.

8.

9.

10.

automatically corrects up to 5 degrees when put on near-level ground. The tripod also allows for
adjustability to slopes.
Stitching: The program that processes the raw point cloud data uses the recognizable points
(targets) as a way of “stitching” together the scans. The better the reference points are, the easier of
a time the program will have putting together the pieces. If it struggles with a particular scan, it will
alert you by yielding a higher tension value. Walls can be defined by users to help the program
understand separate objects. It can also use corners (as defined by users) to locate a scan in
respect to others. However, this method is risky as it lowers the level of accuracy.
File structure: The first files generated by the 3D lasers are raw scans (.scn) and are brand specific.
The work in progress structure is a “linked” format (.fws) which connects all of the working scans
together in a document. This file structure holds connections between scans and objects in the
scans. The first export is to a universal ASCII or point cloud format (xyz) this file is typically large, but
the most important file in respect to usability. Revit then condenses this file into a non-editable point
cloud (.pcg). The .pcg scans and the xyz document are good to archive as they serve as the original
documentation.
Deliverables: It’s still up in the air what the best way to send files around to contractors or other
firms would be. Faro’s scanner comes with a light weight version of the software which is only a
viewer for the point cloud which helps mitigate the issue of having an otherwise inaccessible file type
as a deliverable. Also, if the contractor has Revit, the .pcg can be sent in addition to the .rvt file to
allow visibility. The xyz is large and hard to view and should typically be kept as an archive along
with the original scans. As far as a visually appealing output, it can be colored using images mapped
to their respective points. It can also be animated through using particle rendering in programs like
3ds max or Maya.
Usage: 3D laser scaners started as a means of documentation in the world of holography and has
developed into a precise measuring tool for documenting the existing conditions of a building or
project. Contractors can use the point cloud as an interactive snapshot of a space. They can also be
used for field reports of buildings under construction. IT can also be used to document complicated
spaces can to be reproduced accurately in BIM models.

Additional Scanning Resources:
• Faro Scanner – http://www.faro.com/default_usa_nojs.aspx?ct=us
• Leica Scanner – http://hds.leica-geosystems.com/en/index.htm
• Training and implementation – http://imaginit.rand.com/
• AU 2011 – MP6081: Rapid Energy Modeling and Sustainable Design with Reality Capture
• AU 2011 – MP4568-P: BIM for Advanced Daylighting
• http://sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com/tutorial/daylighting-bim-workflow-and-modeling-tips
http://sustainabilityworkshop.autodesk.com/media/architects/tutorials/BIMforAdvancedDaylighting
_Skripac_AU2011.pdf
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Step 2: Energy Model Creation & Calibration
Below is a chart of the overall energy analysis process, starting with the point cloud data generated from
the above 3D point cloud.

The next step is to trace over the 3D point cloud utilizing simplified Revit geometry. Please refer to the
AU 2013 MP710 Creating BIM Models for Energy Analysis on how to utilize Revit and GBS to create the
geometry for DOE@ or EnergyPlus energy models.

A Revit 2013 model with the internal loads used with GBS to compare the simulated DOE2 model results
were to data gathered from utility bills via. A screenshot of the GBS utility feature is shown below:
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The following images explain how to interpret the monthly results in the Run Charts. The small black bars
represent the utility data uploaded with the corresponding weather for that annual time period. The
background is the simulated GBS data. We were able to accurately model the buildings energy
consumption and we could still estimate the DMW and space heating consumption of energy. This
information was used to prioritize focus on the costs associated with heating the building and for providing
DHW.
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Step 3: Detailed Energy Model (Design Builder)
Using the geometry and internal loads and weather data from GBS, thermal images of the building at
night, a baseline EnergyPlus model was created to understand why the building was consuming so much
energy.

Thermal images of the façade at night showed that there was little to no insulation in the walls.
Using Design Builder we were able to estimate utility savings associated with the implication of
improvement to façade EEM’s and internal load reductions.
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Below is a chart of the results in the reduction in the external thermals on the building if the suggested
EEM’s were implemented

Step 4: Daylight Simulation
With electrical lighting accounting for 35-50% of the total electrical energy consumption in commercial
buildings it’s important to analyze and understand how existing buildings are performing to see if there is
a potential for energy savings that may come from the integration of daylighting strategies.
The first step in this process is to be able to
quantify the amount of natural daylight entering a
space at any given time. With a building
information model already in place we’re able to
leverage Ecotect (in combination with Radiance) to
quantify these important illuminance values at key
times of the year to see if there would be a
worthwhile ROI for the client to pursue these
EEMs. While this particular project was not able to
produce a strong ROI for any daylighting systems,
it was able to bring awareness to the staff of how
they could better utilize their space and take
advantage of the natural daylight they were
capturing.
This Revit to Ecotect workflow takes careful consideration on how information will travel from one
technology to another and what key performance criteria need to be applied to make sure you can
optimize and ultimately trust the results you receive. For more information on the best practices for this
type of analysis please reference the following links:
•
•
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EEM Recommendations
General
Reduce analysis costs
•
Needs to be able to scale to the CCDC’s 24 other buildings.
•

Utilize pre-audits and ASHRAE Level 1 Energy Audit Walkthroughs to efficiently identify EEM’s
that would be considered “low hanging fruit” and projects that need BIM and energy analyst
expertise to reduce their utility costs.

Consorcia Apartment Building
Façade
• Replace single paned windows that provide thermal leakage of energy particularly during extreme
temperatures.
•

Install blown insulation to better insulate and reduce infiltration; provided the boilers are ventilated
properly.

Replace existing steam boiler
• Replacement Options
o New steam boiler with existing pipes and radiators
o New hydronic boiler with existing pipes and new Runtal radiators
o New hydronic boiler with existing pipes and new radiant flooring system
Investigate installing dedicated supply and exhaust air systems on all boilers
• Benefits
o Improved air-to- fuel ratio to improve boiler efficiency
Replace existing solar thermal hot water system on roof
• Estimates
o 650 sf array on roof
o ~1,000 therms
o 870 gallons – 4’x4’x7’ tank
o Detailed analysis to come regarding contribution to building needs
Gallery Café
Replace existing electric water heater
• Replacement Options
o Solar Hot Water purchased from CCDC
o Replace with natural gas water heater
o Air-to-water heat pump using waste heat from café (6.5 COP heat pump)
• Consolidate refrigeration equipment and install high efficiency dishwasher
Laundromat
Upgrade Domestic Hot Water System
• Replacement Options
o Solar hot water from CCDC with backup from existing efficient DHW boilers
o Install new natural gas boiler
• Replace existing washers and dryers with new high-efficiency units
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NICO’s Office
Reduce Lighting Power Density & Replace Ballasts
• Existing Conditions
o 16 magnetic ballasts
o Most ballasts contain four 48W T8 lighting tubes (LPD ~1.7W/sf)
o A lot of natural daylight coming into the building not being utilized
• Retrofit Options
o Replace magnetic ballasts with electric
o Remove a portion of existing lighting
o Install photocells
o Could get LPD to ~0.6 W/sf

Case Study #3: The 111 McInnis Project Autodesk San Rafael, CA HQ
The 111 McInnis Building is an 110,000 sf building of primarily office space with a small commercial
kitchen, a café and an exercise area. It has had recently upgraded to BEMS that allows the trending of
major enduse power and energy consumption. Utilizing the process outlined in the AU class MP3565-P
Using a Retro-BIM Workflow: Case Studies in Energy-Driven Retrofit Projects. The primary purpose of
this project was to see how effectively we could calibrate a DOE2 energy model to the trended data of
enduse energy from a Building Energy Management System (BEMS).
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The data from looking at the power trended at 10 min interval was used to develop a detailed DOE2
energy model of the building. Looking at the data for example, you can see that the HVAC system is
completely shut off during off business hours.
The simulated results from the DOE2 model built in eQuest were calibrated to the BEMS and monthly
utility billing data using the in the following charts created in Excel:
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For the natural gas usage there was no trended data so only the overall monthly usage from the utility
bills was used for calibration purposes.

Multiple versions of the monthly energy enduse charts were used to during the calibration process:

ECM Recommendations
Completing this analysis and generating a calibrated energy model for the 111 McInnis building made it
possible to better understand the breakdown of energy end-uses and their relationships to the building’s
overall energy performance. Based on the information discovered on the building’s architectural design,
occupant behavior and HVAC system, the calibrated energy model led to the following recommendations:
• Investigate window improvements to reduce thermal losses during high utility tariff rate time
periods.
• Install a combination of solar panels, better insulation and/or a cool roofing system when the
current roof reaches its end of life.
• Retro-commission the HVAC system.
• Retro-commission or replace the IT HVAC system.
• Implement a program to encourage employees to put their computers to sleep after hours
• Investigate the necessity other miscellaneous equipment being left on after hours.
• Reduce exterior lighting by using more efficient lighting, occupancy sensors, and control
strategies
• Evaluate the size and efficiency of the commercial kitchen equipment.
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